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GENDER stereotypes in the media 
• The image-carrier in modern advertising is a kind of embodiment of a certain image. We can 

distinguish the following media images: female and male images, children, animals, nostalgic 
images, the image of nature, and, of course, the image of the family.To achieve success, the 
creators of advertising must rely on certain stereotypes of public life. American scientist T. 
Shibutani believes that a stereotype is "a concept that denotes an approximate grouping of 
people in terms of some easily distinguishable feature, supported by widespread ideas about 
the properties of these people." Abdrashitova M. O. Believes that " the stereotype reflects 
the spontaneously formed average idea of the objects and phenomena of the surrounding 
world." Rozhdestvenskaya N. A. it divides stereotypes into the following categories: 
stereotypes that characterize people as members of a certain socio-social group, and 
stereotypes that describe the personal characteristics of people by their behavior and 
physical qualities.Considering women's and men's advertising images, it is easy to come to 
the conclusion that for the successful promotion of a certain group of products, it is 
necessary to have a clear idea of the possible positive impact of the image involved on the 
target audience. So women's images, which are the most popular, are most often used in 
advertising food, household goods, cosmetics and hygiene products, children's goods and 
clothing. Male images are typical for advertising services in the financial sector, high 
technology, and construction. The greatest effect on the potential consumer is when 
combining female and male images.





Most often, advertising is graded by product. Products for
women are advertised more often by women, products for
men-by men. But, it also happens in a different way. Men
advertise the product and offer something. If women advertise, 
they show how this product works



IMAGE OF A MAN offer



THE IMAGE OF A WOMAN implementation in 
practiceTHE



ПРОФИ ПРОИЗВОДСТВА-НАС ЧИТАЮТ ВСЕ

Men teach, women put into practice



But sometimes we find in
advertising and in articles that a 
girl\woman is inferior to a man
in something



"Everyone is interested when some freak 
creates trash": the rules of life of the 
Kaliningrad extreme Oleg Rezanov

Elite show ballet and currency in cocktails: 
how Kaliningrad women earn money by 
getting men drunk abroad



THE IMAGE OF A MAN AND A WOMAN IN 
THE CRIMINAL CHRONICLE

• 1. In Kaliningrad, a man pretended to 
be a father to steal a baby stroller
2. In Kaliningrad, an unknown man 
accosts students of school No. 24
3. In the Kaliningrad region, a man 
started a fire because of jealousy
4. Auto-disassembly on the 
Circumferential: the man took 
revenge on the driver, who did not 
miss him on the road
5. In Zelenogradsk, a drunk man 
staged a brawl in the hospital

• 1. A woman was killed in an accident 
at a railway crossing in the Kaliningrad 
region
2. In Kaliningrad on Kievskaya street, a 
woman fell from the 16th floor
3. A woman died on a playground on 
Gromovaya Street in Kaliningrad
4. In Kaliningrad, a young woman fell 
from an overpassbridge
5. In the Kaliningrad region, a woman 
cut a man with a knife in a drunken 
fight



Образы в рекламе

Образ семьи - один из
самых
привлекательных в
рекламе

Рекламные серии

   

 
 

 

  
 

Реклама клиники «Эдкар»

Реклама подписной кампании
на газету «Комсомольская

правда»







MEN AND WOMEN

• Articles dedicated to the family, 
interesting interlocutors (men or 
women)- show gender equality;
• When questions relate to 

offenses, immoral lifestyle, there 
is full gender equality;

• But there are still gender 
stereotypes in advertising


